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Probabilistic Grammars and Automata* 
EUGENE S. SANTOS 
Department of Mathematics, Youngstown State University, Youngstown, Ohio 
A mathematical formulation of probabilistic grammars, as well as the random 
languages generated by probabilistic grammars, is introduced. Various types of 
probabilistic grammars are considered. The relations between these grammars 
and the corresponding types of probabilistic automata re examined. 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
Recently, there have been several attempts (Salomaa, 1969 and Ellis, 1969) 
to formulate the concept of probabilistic grammars and to define the random 
languages generated by probabilistic grammars. Unfortunately, none of these 
formulations are broad enough to encompass the conventional deterministic 
grammars and still preserve its probabilistic haracter. 
In the present paper, another formulation of probabilistic grammars is 
introduced. This formulation does not suffer from the shortcomings 
mentioned above. Moreover, it reduces to the conventional deterministic 
grammars if all functions involved are deterministic. 
Various types of probabilistic grammars are considered. They are type-0, 
context-sensitive, context-free, weak-regular and regular probabilistic 
grammars. They correspond to the various types of grammars in the con- 
ventional theory. 
The bulk of the paper is devoted to the study of the relations between 
the various types of probabilistic grammars and the corresponding types of 
probabilistic automata. 
In Section II I ,  the concept of asynchronous probabilistic automata (APA) 
is defined. It is shown that every weak-regular random language is generable 
by an APA, and vice versa. Moreover, it is shown that every regular andom 
language is generable by a synchronous APA, and vice versa. 
In Sections IV and V, the concepts of probabilistic Turing machines 
* Work reported herein was supported in parts by the University Research Council 
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(PTM) and probabilistic pushdown automate (PPA) are defined. It is shown 
that every bounded type-0 (leftmost-bounded context-free) random language 
is generable by a bounded PTM (PPA), and vice versa. 
It  is well known (Matthews, 1964) that every language generated by any 
grammar using only leftmost derivations is context free. A similar result 
for random languages is also given in Section V. 
II. PROBABILISTIC GRAMMARS 
In this section, a mathematical formulation of probabilistic grammar is 
introduced and the class of random languages generated by probabilistic 
grammars is defined. 
DEFINITION. Let X and Y be nonempty sets. A random function from X 
into Y is a function F from Y × X into [0, 1] such that ~v~rF(y 1 x) ~ 1 
for all x ~ X. I f  ~+rF(y  I x) = 1 for all x ~ X, then F is a total random 
function. 
Remark. F (y lx  ) is the probability that the value of the function at x 
is y. 
Notation. Let C be a nonempty set. C* is the free semigroup with 
identity e generated by C, and C + ~ C* --  {e). Moreover, if ~ ~ C*, then 
lg(~) denotes the length of a. 
DEFINITION. A (total) probabilistic production p over C is a (total) 
random function from C* into C* such that p(e l e) = 1 and the set 
/5 ={a~C*:p(~ ' ta )  ~0 for some ~-~C*, where ~-vaa} 
is finite. If, in addition, for every a ~ C*, the set {r ff C*: p(~- I a) > 0} is 
finite, then p is bounded. An element of/5 is a genetrix of p. 
Remark. p(T I a) is the probability that ~ will be replaced by ~'. 
DEFINITION. A (bounded) probabilistic grammar is a quadruple 
G = (T, N, P, h), where (i) T and N are disjoint finite nonempty sets; 
(ii) P is a finite collection of (bounded) probabilistic productions over T u N 
such that a E/~ = (Jp~p/5 implies a ~ (T u N)* N(T U N)*; and (iii) k is 
a function from N into [0, 1] such that 7~AsN h(A) <~ 1. 
In the above definition, T and N are, respectively, the terminals and the 
nonterminals, h(A) is the probability that A is the start symbol of G. 
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In order to define the random language generated by a probabilistic 
grammar, a few preliminary concepts are needed and are introduced below. 
Notation. J is the collection of all positive integers. 
DEFINITION. Let a, e ~ C* and k e J. m(~, a) = k iff (if and only if) 
there exist t*i, vi~ C*, i = 1, 2,..., h, where vl =/= v~- for i vaj, such that 
(i) o~ =/ , iev  i for all i = 1, 2,..., h, and (ii) a =/ ,~v implies /, =/* i  and 
v = v~ for some i where 1 ~< i ~ h. For completeness sake, we define 
re(a, e) = 0 iff ~ =#/,av for all/,, v e C*. 
Remark. m(% ~) = k iff ~ can be expressed in the form b~ov in exactly k 
distinct ways. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (T, N, P, h) be a probabilistic grammar. A replace- 
ment function of G is a function 3 from (T U N)* into t5 such that 8(e~) = 
implies m(c~, ~) > 0. If, in addition, 8(~) = e implies a = t, crv, where/~ E T* 
and v ~ ( T vo N)*, then 8 is leftmost. 
Notation. D(G) is the collection of all replacement functions of G, 
and DL(G) is the collection of all leftmost replacement functions of G. 
Remark. 8(~) = a iff some occurrence of a in e~ will be replaced. 
DEFINITION. Let a, 5, a, r e C* and k ~ J. o~ ~7~/3 mod(a, r) iff there 
exist / , , ,  e C* such that c¢ =/ ,av,  fi = /~r ,  and m(pxr, ~) = h. 
Remark. ~ ~-~fi mod(a, r) iff /3 can be obtained from a by replacing 
the h-th occurrence of a in c~ by r. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (T ,N,  P, h) be a probabilistic grammar and 
C=TwN.  
(1) For every p E P, 3 ~ D(G) and k e J, we associate the function 
f(o.<e) from C* × C* into [0, 1], where 
~p(r [ 8(~)) if c~ k fi mod(8(e~), r)
~o otherwise. 
(2) For every g e (P × D(G) × J)*, we associate the functionf~ from 
C* x C* into [0, 1] defined inductively as follows: 
S 1 if a=f i  
fo(/31 ~) t0 if ~ ~a/3, 
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and 
fc(o,~,k)(fllcO = ~ fc(9' I ~)f(p,e,~)(fl I r). 
~,eC* 
Remark. It is clear that f¢ is a random function from (Tt J  N)* into 
(T k) N)*. Moreover, f¢(fi ] ~) is the probability that /3 can be obtained 
from a by the "derivation" ~. 
DEFINITION. A random language f over C is a function from C* into 
[0, 1]. 
Remark. f(a) is the probability that a is a member of the language. 
DEFINITION. A random control set X of a probabilistic grammar 
G = (T, N, P, h) is a random language over P × D(G) × J. 
Remark. x(~) is the probability that the derivation ~ will be applied. 
This concept of control set is similar to but distinct from that introduced by 
Ginsburg and Spanier (1968). 
DEFINITION. Let G = (T, N, P, h) be a probabilistic grammar and X 
a random control set of G. The random languagefa,x generated by G under X 
is the random language over T, where 
f~,~(a) = 1.u.b. X(~) I Z h(A) f¢(a l A) I. 
~eZ* ' AeN 
Here, Z = P × D(G)× J and l.u.b, stands for least upper bound. If 
X(~) = 1 for all ~ e Z*, then we shall write fa  for fa,x. In this case, we say 
that fa is the random language generated by G. Moreover, if 
t l  if ~(P  × DL(G) X {1})* 
X(~) otherwise, 
then we writefa.L forfa.x. In this case, we say thatfa,L is the random language 
generated by G with leftmost derivations only. 
Remark. f~,x(a) is the probability that a will be generated by G under X. 
The probabilistic grammars defined above will be referred to as type-0 
probabilistic grammars. Other more restrictive types of probabilistic gram- 
mars can be obtained by imposing certain restrictions on the probabilistic 
productions. Four such probabilistic grammars are defined below, three of 
which correspond to the conventional context-sensitive, context-free and 
regular grammars (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969). 
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DEFINITION. Let G = (T, N, P, h) be a probabilistic grammar. 
(1) G is context sensitive iff for every p ~P,  p(rlcr ) > 0 implies 
lg(c 0 ~ lg(r). 
(2) G is context free iff/~ _C N. 
(3) G is weakly regular iff for every p e P,/5 _C N and for every ~ ~ fi, 
p(r ] a) > 0 implies r =/~A,  where/~ e T* and .4 ~ N w {e). 
(4) G is regular iff for every pEP ,  f i~N and for every ~ef i ,  
p(r ] a) > 0 implies r = aA, where a E T and A e N vA {e}. 
It is apparent hat every language generated by a conventional type-0, 
context-sensitive, context-free or regular grammar in the conventional 
manner may be associated withfa for some type-0, context-sensitive, context- 
free or regular probabilistic grammar G = (T, N, P, h), where h, as well 
as all p e P, are deterministie, and vice versa. 
It follows from the above definition that every regular probabilistic 
grammar is weakly regular, and every weakly regular probabilistic grammar 
is context free. Moreover, if G is a context-free probabilistic grammar, 
then DL(G ) contains exactly one replacement function of G. 
In what follows, if f =)ca for some specified (type-0, context-sensitive, 
context-free, weak-regular and regular) probabilistic grammar G, then we 
shall say that f is that specific random language, and vice versa. 
THEOREM 2.1. I f  f is a (bounded) (type-O, context-sensitive, context-free, 
weakly regular, regular) random language over T, then f = f c for some (bounded) 
(type-O, context-sensitive, context-free, weakly regular, regular) probabilistic 
grammar G = (T, N, P, h), where (i) every p E P is a total probabilistic pro- 
duction, (ii) h(Ao) = 1 for some A o ~ N, and (iii) N _C P. 
Proof. Let f  =f%,  where G o = (T, No, Po, ho) is a (bounded) (type-0, 
context-sensitive, context-free, weakly regular, regular) probabilistic gram- 
mar. Let Ao, A 1 6 T u N o and a o an arbitrarily fixed element of T. Let 
N = N o u {Ao, A1} and N 1 = N --  P. For every p e Po, we associate the 
probabilistic productions p' and p" 
~, r e (T w N)*, 
'PO- ~,) 
t 1 - -  ~ ,P(B[~) 
BE(TUN o) 
P'(~ I~) = i1 
0 
over Tto  N such that for every 
if aeP ,  re (TUNo)*  
if aEP ,  r =aoA 1 
if a=r~PuN 
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Define G = (T, N, P, h), where P is 
above and 
if u=As, TE(TUNo)” 
4 if u = A,, 7  = a,A, 
if (3 = r #A, 
otherwise. 
3 the collection of all p’ and p” defined 
if A=A, 
if A f A,,. 
It can be verified that G has the desired properties. 
We shall also write G = (T, N, P, A,,) if it satisfies condition (ii) above. 
Moreover, we shall say that G is total if it satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) above. 
We shall conclude this section by introducing the concepts of random 
domain and ranges of random functions, which are needed in subsequent 
discussions. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a random function from X into Y. 
(1) The random domain D(F) of F is the function from X into [0, l] 
such that D(F)(x) = CgCyF(y / x) for all x E X. 
(2) The random range R(F) of F is the function from Y into [0, l] 
such that R(F)(y) = l.u.b.zExF(y 1 x) for ally E Y. 
III. WEAK-REGULAR PROBABILISTIC GRAMMARS AND ASYNCHRONOUS 
PROBABILISTIC AUTOMATA 
In this section, we shall study weak-regular probabilistic grammars and 
their relation with asynchronous probabilistic automata. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If G is a weak-regular probabiZistic grammar, then 
.fG =fG,L * 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If f is a bounded weak-regular random language, then 
f = fG for some total weak-regular probabilistic grammar G = (T, N, P, h) 
such that for every p E P and A EN, p ( T  1 A) > 0 implies T = aB, where 
a E T v (e] and B E N u {e}. 
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DEFINITION. An asynchronous probabilistic automaton (APA) is specified 
by a sextuple M = (U, S, V,p, h,g), where U, S and V are finite nonempty 
sets, p is a random function from U × S into S × V*, and h and g are 
functions from S into [0, 1] such that ~,~s h(s) ~ 1. 
In the above definition, U, S and V are, respectively, the input, state 
and outputs sets. p(s', y [ u, s) is the conditional probability that the next 
state of M is s' and output string y is produced given that the present state 
of M is s and input symbol u is applied, h(s) and g(s) are, respectively the 
probabilities that s is the initial state of M and s is a final state of M. 
DEFINITION. Let M = (U, S, V, p, h, g) be an APA. 
(1) pM is the function from S × V* × U* × S into [0, 1] such that 
t Stt for everys, ~N, uffU,  xEU*andyEV* ,  
pM(s",el e, s ' )=  ll0 if S" 
if s '~s"  
and 
pU(s", y l ux, s') = ~ p(s, y 1 l u, s') pM(s", yz IX, S), 
where the summation ranges over all s ~ S and Yl, Y2 ~ V* such that 
Y = YlY~. 
(2) F M is the function from V* × U* into [0, 1] such that for every 
x ~ U* andy  ~ V*, 
FM(Y I x) ~ ~ h(s) pM(s', y I x, s) g(s'). 
S~S'~S 
Remark. pM(s', y ] x, s') is the conditional probability that M will be in 
state s" and produce output string y given that the present state of M is s' 
and input string x is applied. FM(y ] x) is the probability that M will produce 
y when x is applied. 
The above model of APA is a generalization of the model introduced by 
Starke and Thiele (1970). 
It is clear that F g is a random function from U* into V*, and D(F M) and 
R(F M) are random languages over U and V, respectively. Using the terminol- 
ogies introduced by Scott (1967), the class of all F M is the class of all random 
functions computable by APA, the class of all D(F M) is the class of all random 
languages acceptable by APA, and the cIass of all R(F M) is the class of all 
random languages generable by APA. 
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DEFINITION. Let M = (U, S, V, p, h, g) be an APA. 
(1) M is bounded iff for every s, s' s S and u e U, p(s', y ] u, s) = 0 
except for finitely many y ff V*. 
(2) M is synchronous iff for every s, s' ~ S and u ~ U, p(s', y [ u, s) > 0 
implies y ~ V. 
A synchronous total APA reduces to a stochastic sequential machine if 
g(s) = 1 for all s E S. Moreover, it can be verified that a random language 
is acceptable by a synchronous APA iff it is realizable by a conventional 
probabilistic automaton (Santos, 1972). 
THEOREM 3.3. The following statements are equivalent 
(1) f is a weak-regular random language; 
(2) f = R(F M) for some APA M = (U, S, V, p, h, g), where 
(i) p is a total random function from U × S into S × V*, 
(ii) h(so) = 1 for some s o ~ S, and 
(iii) there exists s 1 E S such that g(s l )= 1 and g(s )= 0 for all 
s C= s 1 ; and 
(3) f = R(FU) for some APA M. 
Proof. Suppose f is a weak-regular random language. Then, by Theorem 
2.1, f=fc  for some total weak-regular probabilistic grammar G = (T, N, 
P, Ao). 
Let A1, A~ ¢ T u N and N o = N k) {A1, A~}. Define M = (P, No, T, p, h, g), 
where for every p ~ P, a ~ T* and A, A' ~ No, 
tI 
(~A' A) if A ,A '~N 
p(A ' ,~ lp ,  A )= p(a lA)  if AEN,  A '=AI  
if A' =A~ and A~{A 1,A~} 
otherwise 
,1 if A = A 1 
g(A) if A v~ AI 
and 
{1 if A = A o 
h(A) 
if A -# Ao. 
It can be verified that M has the desired properties. Thus (1) implies (2). 
(2) implies (3) is trivial. Now suppose that f = R(F m) for some APA 
M = (U, S, V, p, h, g). Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
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S n V = ;~ (empty set). For every u ~ U, we associate the probabilistic 
production p~ over V w S, where fi~ = S and 
pu( T 
otherwise. 
Moreover, let Po be the probabilistic production over V u S, where/5 0 = S 
and 
if T ~ e 
otherwise. 
Define G =- (V, S, P, h), where P = {Po} U {O~ : u e U}. It can be verified 
that f  =f~.  Thus (3) implies (1). 
THEOREM 3.4. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f is a bounded weak-regular random language; 
(2) f -~  R(F u) for some APA M = (U, S, V, p, h, g) satisfying condi- 
tions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 3.3 (2) and 
(iv) for every s, s' ~ S and u ~ U,p(s', y I u, s) > 0 implies y ~ V w {e}; 
and 
(3) f ~- R(F M) for some bounded APA M. 
Proof. The proof follows from Proposition 3.2 and the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.5. (a) I f  f is a regular random language, then f = R(F M) for 
some synchronous APA M satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 3.3. 
(b) I f  f = R(F M) for some synchronous APA M, then there exists a 
regular probabilistic grammar G such that f (c~) = f o(c~) for all ~ C= e. 
Proof. (a) follows from the proof of Theorem 3.3. Now, suppose 
f = R(FM), where M = (U, S, V, p, h, g) is a synchronous APA. Without 
loss of generality, assume S t~ V = ~.  For every u ~ U, we assoeiate the 
probabilistic productions pu 1 and pu s, where flu 1 ~ fi~ = S and 
~p(s', v l u, s) if T = vs' pul(~- I g) 
otherwise, 
{ E p(s', v l u, s) g(s') if r = v 
s)= to otherwise, 
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for all s~S,  v~V and T~(VUS)* .  Let G = (V, S, P, h), where 
p = {p a: u ~ U} U {p2: u E U}. It can be verified that f(o 0 =fa(~)  for all 
c~ e V+. This completes the proof of (b). 
The above corollary states that every regular andom language is generable 
by a synchronous APA, and vice versa. For deterministic languages, it is 
well known that every regular language is also acceptable by a finite automa- 
ton, and vice versa. Unfortunately, this is in general not valid for random 
languages. However, a sufficient condition is given below. 
THEOREM 3.6. I f  f = fc  for some regular probabilistic grammar 
G = (T, N, P, h), where P contains exactly one element, then f is acceptable 
by some synchronous APA. 
Proof. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that f = R(F M) for 
some synchronous APA M = (U, S, T,p, h,g), where U = {u0}. Let 
M '  = (T, S, {Uo} , p', h, g), where for every s, s' e S and v ~ T, 
p'(s', uo I v, s) = p(s', v I Uo, s). 
It  is clear that M' is a synchronous APA. Moreover, it can be verified that 
f---  D(FM'). 
IV. TYPE-O PROBABILISTIC GRAMMARS AND PROBABILISTIC 
TURING MACHINES 
In this section, we shall study type-0 probabilistic grammars and their 
relation with probabilistic Turing machines. 
DEFINITION. A probabilistic Turing machine (PTM) is specified by a 
sextuple M = (U, N, V, W, p, h), where U, S, V and W are finite nonempty 
sets, U u V__C W, S (3 W = ~, p is a random function from W × N into 
S × (W* t3 {+, --}), + ,  -- 6 W, and h is a function from S into [0, 1] 
such that ~__,ses h(s) ~ 1. 
In the above definition, U, V and W are, respectively, the set of input, 
output and tape symbols. S is the state set. h(s) is the probability that s is 
the initial state, p(s', z ] w, s) is the conditional probability of the "next act" 
of the PTM given that its present state is s and the tape symbol w is scanned. 
Like the conventional Turing machines, the "next act" of the PTM may be 
one of the following: 
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(1) z ~ W*:  replace w by z and go to state s'. 
(2) z - -  + :  move one square to the right and go to state s'. 
(3) z = - - :  move one square to the left and go to state s'. 
In what follows, if M = (U, S, V, W, p, h) is a PTM,  then we shall 
assume that b ~ W and b q~ U w V. The  symbol  b stands for blank. 
DEFINITION. Let  M = (U, S, V, W,p,  h) be a PTM and ~E (Ww S)*. 
is an instantaneous descript ion of M iff (i) c~ contains exactly one s ~ S 
and s is not the r ightmost symbol  f a, (ii) the leftmost symbol of ~ is not b, 
and (iii) the r ightmost symbol  f ~ is not b unless it is the symbol imme- 
diately to the right of s. 
Notation. I (M)  is the collection of all instantaneous descriptions of 11//. 
DEFINITION. Let  M = (U, S, V, W, p, h) be a PTM.  
(1) pM is the function from I (M)  × I (M)  into [0, 1] such that for 
every a, fi ~ I (M), 
i 
p(s', z l w, s) if ~= ~sw~, 3 = ~s'z3, z~ @ e 
or ~=~sw, 3=~s 'b ,z=e 
l 
p(s', -l- [ w, s) if c~ = ~sww'8, 3 = ~ws'w'8, ~w 5a b 
or ~ = sww'8, 3 = s' w'~, w = b 
or ~ = ~sw, 3 = ~ws'b, ~w ~ b 
pM(/~ I cO = ~ or c~ = sw, 3 = s'b, w = b 
p(s', -- I w, s) if ~ =~w'sw3,  3 = ~s' w' w~, w3 @ b 
or e~ = ~w'sw, 3 -~ ~' s'w', w = b 
or ~ = sw3, 3 = s'bw3, w3 ~ b 
or ~=sw,  3 = s'b, w = b 
\0  otherwise, 
where ~, 3 ~ W*, s, s' ~ S, w, w' ~ W and z 6 W*. 
(2) For  every k E J k9 {0}, pk ~t is the function from I (M)  × I (M)  
into [0, 1] such that for every ~,/3 ~ I (M),  
l l  if ~=3 
P°M(31 ~) = if ~ =/= 8, 
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(3) For every k e J, qk M is the function from I (M) × I (M) into [0, 1] 
such that for every ~, fl e I (M),  
qkU(fl ] o~) = p~l(f i  ] ~) [1 -- X ~ p(s', z ] w, s)], 
8tES  g~Z 
where Z = W* td {+, --}, s is the state symbol contained in fi and w is the 
symbol contained in fl which is immediately to he right of s. 
(4) F u is the function from V* × U* into [0, 1] such that for every 
x e U* and y c V*, 
Fm(y l x) = ~ ~ h(s) qkM(o~ I SX) , 
(~z)=v sES 
where (@ is the output string obtained from ~ by striking out all symbols 
in ~ not belonging to V. 
Remark. (1) pm(fil~x ) is the conditional probability that the "next" 
instantaneous description is fi given that M "starts" with instantaneous 
description ~. 
(2) p m(fi[~) is the conditional probability that the instantaneous 
description of M is fi "after k steps" given that M "starts" with ~. 
(3) qT~U(fi] ~) is the conditional probability that M will "terminate" 
with ]3 "after k steps" given that M "starts" with ~. 
(4) Fm(y [ x) is the conditional probability that the output of M is y 
given that input x is applied. 
It can be verified that F m is a random function from U* into V*. 
DEFINITION. Let M = (U, S, V, W, p, h) be a PTM. 
(1) M is bounded iff for every s, s' ~ S and w ~ W, p(s', z [ w, s) ~ 0 
except for finitely many z ~ W* u {+, --}. 
(2) M is synchronous iff for every s, s' a S and w ~ W, p(s', z ] w, s) ~ 0 
implies z ~ W t3 {-}-, - }. 
The above model of PTM differs slightly from those given in (Santos, 
1969 and 1971). 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Every random function computable by a bounded PTM 
is computable by a synchronous PTM. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. I f  F is a random function computable by a PTM, then 
F = F M for some PTM M = (U, S, V, W, p, h) satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(a) There exists s~ ~ S such that h(s~) = 1; 
(b) For every s~S and w~W,  p (s ' , z lw ,  s )>O implies zeW*,  
p(s', z l w, s) > 0 implies z = +,  or p(s', z ] w, s) > 0 implies z = -- ; and 
(c) There exists sz ~ S such that 
(i) p(s, z [ w, s2) = 0 for all s ~ S, w ~ W and z ~ W* u {+, --}, 
(ii) for every w E W and s ~ S where s ~ s2 , 
Z Z p(s',zlw, s) = 
S'~S z~Z 
where Z = W* w { +, --}, and 
co 
(iii) for every x ~ U*, ~.~=~ %M(c~ ] s, X) > 0 implies e~ ~- s2y , where 
y~V* .  
THEOREM 4.3. I f  f is generable by a (bounded)PTM, then f is a (bounded) 
type-O random language. 
Proof. Let f = R(FM), where M = (U, S, V, W, p, h) is a (bounded) 
PTM satisfying conditions (a)-(c) of Proposition 4.2. Let Ao, A1, ¢, $ ~ W 
and W o = WU {Ao, A1, ¢, $}. Let G = (V, N, P, h'), where N = W o -- V, 
ht (Ao)  = 1, P = {D0, P1, P2, /93, P4} k_) {Pu : u e U) ,  Po ~- {Ao},/gu-= {xz/1} for 
all uEU,  f i l={Aa}, tSz-----{sz}, /5 a={¢,$},  h -C{sw:s~S,w~Wo}tA  
{w'sw:s~Sandw,  w 'eWo} , f i o (¢A l$ lAo)=l ,  pu(A lu lA1)=l  for all 
u ~ U, pl(s~ [ A~) = 1, p~(e [ s2) -~ 1, pa(e [ ¢) = pa( e ] $) = 1, and 
p(S', Zl W, S) if ~r = sw, 7 = s'z, w @ $ 
p(si, + l w, s) if a=sw,  ~" = ws, w ~ $ 
( s , - - lw ,  s) if c~ = w'sw, "r -~ sw'w, w' va ¢ 
I 1 if a=s$,  r=sb$ or ~r =¢sw,  ~-=¢bsw 0 otherwise. 
It is clear that G is a (bounded) type-0 probabilistic grammar. Moreover, 
it can be verified that f-----fa. 
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THEOREM 4.4. l f  f is a bounded type-O random language, then f is generable 
by a synchronous PTM. 
Proof. Let f  =fc ,  where G = (T, N, P, h) is a bounded type-0 proba- 
bilistic grammar. Without loss of generality, we may assume that G is total 
and h(Ao) = 1 for some A 0 ~ N. For every cr E (T t_)N)*, we associate the 
abstract symbol & Let Q1 = {& ~ c -P} and Q2 = {~: p(T l ~) > 0 for some 
pep and cry/5}. Let M=(U,S ,  V, W,p ,h ' )  be a synchronous PTM, 
where U = P u Q1 k) {1}, P U Q1 u Q2 U {1, b} _C W and h(so) = 1 for some 
s o ~ S. We shall describe informally the behavior of M: 
(a) Suppose M has instantaneous description SoX e S(P u Q1 u {1})*. 
Then M will go to state sl if x 6 (PQ~*{1}*) +, where p(s~, w [ w, sx) = 1 for 
all w e IT-. In other words, M loops. Otherwise, M will have instantaneous 
description s2xbbA o, s 2 ~ S. 
(b) Suppose M has instantaneous description s2z, where z = 
p~18~ "'" ~kzobzlbalz~bo~2 "'" znbot,~, n ~ 0, p e P, ~ EQ1, i = 1, 2,..., m, 
z0 E (PQ~*{1}*)*, zi E (PQ~Q~)*, o~ i ~ (T v N)*, i = 1, 2 , . ,  n, and k stands 
for 11 "" 1 (k times). Then M will go to state s~ if (i) n = 0, (ii) m < n, or 
(iii) for some i and j where 1 ~< i, j ~< n, ~i = ~- but el =# crj.. Otherwise, 
M will have instantaneous description s~z, sz ~ S. 
(c) Suppose M has instantaneous description s3z, where z is the same 
as in (b) satisfying none of the conditions (i)-(iii). Then M will have instan- 
taneous description s2z', where z'  is obtained from z by (i) erasing p~1c72 "" 8,~k, 
(ii) erasing z~ba~ if m(~,  ei) < k, and (iii) replacing zibo~ by 
z ip~bf i~z~p~bf l i~  "" z~p~bf l~ if m(~,  ~) ~> k. 
Here, fli~. ~--~ ~¢ mod((r~, r~j), j = 1, 2,..., r, and {T i l  , Ti2 . . . .  , T in  } : 
{~-: p(~-] a¢)> 0}. Thereby, we assume that for every peP  and cr~fi, the 
set {r: p(T [ a) > 0} is well ordered. 
(d) Suppose M has instantaneous description szbz, where z ~ W*, 
then M will go to state s I if z = e. Otherwise, M will have instantaneous 
description s~z, where sa ~ S. 
(e) Suppose M has instantaneous description saz, where z = 
z~b~lz~ba ~ "'" znba~, n >~ 1, z~ e (PQ~Q~)*, ~ e (T t_) N)*, i =- 1, 2,..., n. I f  
z~ :/= e and for all i where 1 ~ i ~< n, z~ starts with p8 where p ~ P and ~ e Q1, 
then M will have instantaneous description so.~z, where so, ~ e S. I f  z~ = e, 
then M will have instantaneous description s~z', where z' is obtained from z 
by erasing b, and sa e S. I f  z = e, then M will go to state s~. 
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(f) Suppose M has instantaneous description so.oz , where z is the 
same as in (e) and for all i where 1 ~ i ~ n, zi starts with pS. Then, with 
probability p(rl e), M will have instantaneous description s4z', where z' is 
obtained from z by erasing all zibei where zi does not start with psi, and 
erasing pS~ from all zi which starts with psi. 
(g) Suppose M has instantaneous description sso~, where ~ E W*. 
Then M will go to state s 1 if z 6 T*. Otherwise, M will have instantaneous 
description s6o~ , where for every s ES,  we  W and z E W* k3{+,--}, 
p(s,  z I w,  s6) = O. 
Observe that M acts probabilistically only when case (f) occurs. Otherwise, 
it acts deterministically. It can be verified that f = R(FM). 
Combining Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 yields 
THEOREM 4.5. Every bounded type-O random language is generable by a 
synchronous PTM, and vice versa. 
By virtue of the above theorem, many interesting properties of bounded 
type-0 random languages can be obtained from the results given in (Santos, 
t971). 
V. CONTEXT-FREE PROBABILISTIC GRAMMARS AND PROBABILISTIC 
PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 
In this section, we shall study context-free probabilistic grammars and 
their relation with probabilistic pushdown automata. Moreover, the relation 
between leftmost random languages and leftmost context-free random 
languages i also investigated. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. If f is a context-free random language, then f =fa  
for some total context-free probabilistic grammar G = (T, N, P, h) such that 
P = N, h(Ao) = 1 for some A o E N, and for every p E P and a E fi, p('r[ a) > 0 
implies -r = av, where a E T k9 {e} and v E N*. If, in addition, f is bounded, 
then for every p E P and a E ~, p(-r [ o) > 0 implies 7 = av, where a E T w (e} 
and v E NN.  
In what follows, if f =fa ,L  for some specified (type-0, context-sensitive, 
context-free, weak-regular and regular) probabilistic grammar G, then we 
shall say that f is a leftmost, that specific random language. 
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THEOREM 5.2. I f  G = ( T, N, P, h) is a context-free probabilistic grammar 
such that for every ~ ~ T*, 
f~(~) = lub y'  h(A)f~(cx I A), 
~eZl* AeN 
where Z 1 = P × D L( G ) × J, then f a is leftmost context free. Indeed, f a = f a.L . 
Proof. By a previous remark, DL(G) contains exactly one replacement 
function, say 30 . For every 
= ¢1(p, 3o, k) ~2 6 (P X {80} x J)*, 
where ~2 e (P x {80} x {I})* and k > I, let ~' = ~l(P, 80, I) ~2- It can be 
verified that f¢(a t A) ~< f~,(~ ]A) for all A 6 N and a 6 T*. Thus, for every 
6 (P x {8o} x J)*, there exists ~o 6 (P x {8o} × {1})* such thatf¢(a ]A) ~< 
f~0(~ ]A) for all A 6N and ~6 T*. Hence, fa  =fa.L .  
THEOREM 5.3. I f  G = (T, N, P, h) is a context-free probabilistic grammar 
such that P contains exactly one element, hen)Ca is leftmost context free. Indeed, 
f~ =fo,L. 
Proof. Let P = {p} and DL(G) -= {80}. It can be shown by induction on 
lg(~), ~ 6 (P x D(G) × J)*, that for every ~ e ({p} x D(G) X J)*, there 
exists ~' 6 ({p} x {3o} x {1})* such that f~(c~ I A) ~<f¢(a ]A) for every 
cz6 T* and A 6N.  Thus, f~ =fa ,z .  
DEFINITION. A (total) probabilistic pushdown automaton (PPA) is 
specified by a septuple M = (U, S, V, W, p, h, g), where U, S, V and W 
are finite nonempty sets, p is a (total) random function from U × W × S 
into S X W* X V*, h is a function from S × W into [0,1] such that 
~.8~s ~w~w h(s, w) = 1, and g is a function from S into [0, I]. If, in addition, 
for every s, s' e S, u e U and w e W, p(s', z, y l u, w, s) = O except for 
finitely many z e W* and y e V*, then M is bounded. 
In the above definition, U, S, V and W are, respectively, the input, state, 
output and pushdown alphabets, p(s', z, y ] u, w, s) is the conditional proba - 
bility that the next state of M is s', the leftmost symbol w in the pushdown 
list is replaced by z and output string y is produced, given that the present 
state of M is s, the leftmost symbol in the pushdown list is w and input u is 
applied, h(s, w) is the probability that s is the initial state of M and w is the 
initial symbol in the pushdown list. g(s) is the probability that s is a final 
state of M. 
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DEFINITION. Let M ~ (U, S, V, W, p, h, g) be a PPA. 
(1) pM is the function from (S× W* × U* × V*) × (S× W* × U* × V*) 
into [0, 1] such that for every ~,/3 E S × W* × U* × V* 
l 
Plo(S', Zo, Yo [ u, w, s) if ~x = (s, wz, ux, y), /3 = (s', ZoZ , x, YYo) 
pM(/3 t ~) = if ~ = (s, e, ux, y), t3 = (s, e, x, y) 
or ~ =/3 = (s, z, e, y) 
otherwise, 
where s, s' E S, u E U, x ~ U* ,yo ,y  c V*, w e Wand z o, z e W*. 
(2) For every k E J u {0}, p~ is the function from (S × W* × U* × V*) × 
(S × W* × U* × V*) into [0, 1] such that for every ~,/3 e S × W* X U* × V*, 
[1  if a 
if c~ =/= fi, 
pg~(fi t ~) = Z Pf f (3  1 7)P~(7 [ ~), 
y~F 
where / '=S × W* × U* × V*. 
(3) F ~t is the function from V* × U* into [0, 1] such that for every 
xE U* andye V*, 
[2o ] F~I(y l x) = 2 ~ h(s, w) p~M(s', e, e, y l s, w, x, e) . 8~8"~S w~W 
(4) G M is the function from V* × U* into [0, 1] such that for every 
x~U*andyeV* ,  
M t e) GM(Ylx) = ~ ~ E h(s,w) g(s') Pk (s ,z ,e,  y l s ,  w,x, . 
8,8t~S ~EW gEW* 
It can be verified that F M and G M are both random functions from U* 
into V*. Moreover, for every x e U* and y ~ V* where lg(x) ~ k, 
FU(y ] x) -= ~ 
8~8P~S q3J~ W 
h(s, w) pkM(s ', e, e, y [ s, w, x, e) 
and 
G~t(y]x) = ~ ~ ~ h(s,w) g(s')p~t(s',z,e, y l s ,  w,x,e). 
8~8r~S q)3~W ~W* 
It is clear from the above definition that PPA are stochastic generalizations 
of conventional pushdown automata. F M is the random function computed 
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by M with empty store, while G M is the random function computed by M 
with final states. 
THEOREM 5.4. I f  f is a leftmost (bounded) context-free random language, 
then f is generable with empty store by some total (bounded) PPA having a 
single state and p(s', z, y t u, w, s) > 0 implies y ~ T u {e). 
Proof. Let f  =fa .L ,  where G = (T, N, P, h) is a (bounded) context-free 
probabilistic grammar. By Proposition 5.1, we may assume that G is total 
and for every p e P and a ~/5, p(r ] a) > 0 implies ~- = av where a E T tJ {e} 
and v e N*. Let M = (P, {So} , T, N, p, h', g), where h'(so, A) = h(A) and 
P(So, z, y ] p, w, So) = p(yz ] w) for all z E N* and y ~ T*, p E P and w ~ N. 
It is clear that M is a PPA with the desired properties. Moreover, it can be 
verified that f = R(FM). 
TttEOREM 5.5. I f  f is a leftmost (bounded) context-free random language, 
then f is generable with final states by some total (bounded) PPA having two 
states and p(s', z, y ] u, w, s) > 0 implies y E T u {e}. 
Proof. Le t f - - fa .L ,  where G = (T, N, P, h) is a (bounded) context-free 
probabilistic grammar. By Proposition 5.1, we may assume that G is total 
and for every p ~ P and a ~ fi, p(~- 1 a) > 0 implies ~- ----- av, where a ~ T tj {e} 
and v E N*. Moreover, we may assume that, without loss of generality, there 
exist uniquely A o, A 1 , A2 ~N and P0, Pl ~P  such that (i) h(Ao)= 1, 
(ii) /50 = {A0} and po(A2A1 ] Ao) = 1, (iii) /51 = {A1} and pl(e I A1) = 1, 
(iv) for i=0 ,  l, Ai~/5 implies p =P i ,  (v) for every pep and a~/5, 
p(T ] a) > 0 implies ~- ~ (T W N)* {Ao}(T u N)*, and (vi) for every p ~ P, 
a ~/5 and p =/= Po, p(z I a) > 0 implies z ~ (T t3 N)* {A1}(T v N)*. In other 
words, we modify G in such a way that A 1 serves as an endmarker. Let 
M = (P, S, T, N, p, h', g) where S = {sl, s~}, h'(s I , Ao) = l, g(sz) = 1 and 
for every s, s' ~ S, peP ,  weN,  z e N*  and y ~ T*, 
p(s', z, y [ p, w, s) 
if s = sl , s' =- s2 , w = z = Al  , p = pl , y = e 
or  s = s p = s 2 ~ w = z ,  y = e 
otherwise. 
Clearly, M is a PPA with the desired properties. Moreover, it can be verified 
that f = R(GM). 
Notation. Let C be a nonempty set and k e ]. C k = {~ e C*: lg(a) ~,k}, 
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THEOREM 5.6. I f  f ~- R(Fm) for some boundedPPA M,  then f is a leftmost- 
bounded context-free andom language. 
Proof. Let M ~- (U, S, V, W, p, h, g). Since M is bounded, there exists 
ke J  such that for every s , s '~S,  u~U,  w~W,  y~V*  and z~W*,  
p(s', z, y ] u, w, s) > 0 implies lg(z) ~< k. Let N o - {(s, w, s'): s, s' s S and 
w ~ W} and N = N O u {Ao} , where A o q! N o . For simplicity, we shall write 
(sls2 "" s~ , wlw2 "" w~ , sl' s ~ . . . .  s~') for (sl, w~, sl')(s2, w2, s2') "" (s~, w~ , s~'), 
where (si , wi , si') ~ No,  i = 1, 2,..., n. Let ~) be the collection of all functions 
q from W k into S k such that q(z) = r implies lg(r) ~ lg(z) --  1. For every 
u E U and q ~ Q, let p~,q be the probabilistic production over V u N, where 
fi~,q : No and for every A e N O , r ~ (V w N)*, 
p~.~(~ I A) 
~p(s', z, y ] u, w, s) if A = (s, w, s') and ~- = y(sq(z), z,q(z)s') 
~o otherwise. 
Moreover, for every s ~S,  let Ps be the probabilistic production over V u N 
where ft, = {A0} and 
lh(s,w) if ~-=(s ,w,s ' )  
~0 otherwise. 
Let G = (V, N, P, E), where h'(Ao) ~ 1 and P = {0~,~ :u~ U, qeQ} u 
{/9 8 :s ~ S}. Clearly, G is a bounded context-free probabilistic grammar. 
Moreover, it can be verified that f =fa .L .  
THnOREM 5.7. I f  f = R(GM) for some boundedPPA M,  then f is a leftmost- 
bounded context-free random language. 
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 5.6, it suffices to show that f ~-R(F  Mo) 
for some bounded PPA M 0. Let M~(U,S ,  V, W,p ,h ,g )  and 
214o- - (~o,So ,  V, Wo,Po,ho,go) ,  where U o= UU{uo,u l} ,  %,u  I~U,  
So = s u {So, sl}, So, ,1 ¢ s, Wo = w u {%, S}, %,  $ ¢ w, ho(so, %)  = 1, 
and for every s, s' ESo,  u~ Uo, w~ Wo, y E Vo*, zE  Wo* , 
po(s', z, y ] u, w, s) 
(h(s; w') 
]p(s, ~, y I u, w, s) 
-- I! (s) 
if s ~ so , W ~ Wo , U = Uo , S' ~ S, z ~- w'$, y = e 
if s ,s '~S,  w~W,  u~U,y~V* ,  z~W* 
if s~S,  s '=s l ,  wEWo,  u=u l ,  z=y=e 
if s~s '~s l ,  w~Wo,  u~ul ,  z=y=e 
otherwise. 
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Clearly, M o is a bounded PPA. Moreover, it can be verified that 
f = F(FMo). 
Combining Theorems 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 yields 
THEOREM 5.8. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f is a leftmost-bounded context-free random language. 
(2) f -~ R(F m) for some bounded PPA M. 
(3) f = R(G u) for some bounded PPA M. 
(4) f = R(FU)for some total boundedPPA M, where p(s', z, y ] u, w, s) > 0 
implies y E V u {e}. 
(5) f ---- R( GU) for some total boundedPPA M, where p(s', z, y lu, w, s) > 0 
implies y ~ V u {e}. 
It is well known (Matthews, 1964) that languages generated by any 
grammar using only leftmost derivations are context free. A similar result 
will be shown below for random languages. 
THEOREM 5.9. I f  f=fa ,L  for some bounded probabilistic grammar 
G ~ (T, N, P, h) such that P = {p}, then f is leftmost-bounded context free. 
Proof. For every a ~/5, let Ai ~ denote the i-th symbol of a. Moreover, 
for every a ~/5, we shall associate the symbols u, ~, si ~, i = 1, 2,..., lg(a) --  1. 
Let M = (U, S, T, W,p, h',g), where U = {p} u {uit~: O" ~/~ and i : 1, 2,..., 
Ig(a) --  1}, S : {So} U {st°: a ~/5 and i = 1, 2,..., Ig(a) --  1}, W = T u N, 
and for every s, s' ~ S, u ~ U, w ~ W, y ~ T* and z ~ W*, 
a a ~P(*la) if s : sn_ l ,  w=An,  u :p ,  
s '=s0 ,  z=T,  y=e,  k=lg(a )  
1 if (u, w, s) = (un ~, An", s~_~), s' = sn ~, 
z =y  ~e,  k < lg (a )  
p(s', z, y [ u, w, s) = or s=s '=s0 ,  w~T and w~A1 ~ 
for any a~P,  z=e,  y -~w 
or (u, w, s) is not equal to any of those 
given above, s' =s ,  z=w,  y =e 
0 otherwise, 
,h(w) if s=s0 ,  weN 
h'(s, gO) 
otherwise. 
Clearly, M is a bounded PPA. Moreover, it can be verified that f = R(FM). 
Thus, by Theorem 5.9, f is leftmost-bounded context free. 
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